Chialin,

Update, as promised.

Format = Action step : Responsible party : Topic : Progress on IT’s part : Percent done

3.1.6 : VP for Student Learning : Section 508 : none : unknown
3.1.7 : VP for Student Learning : Moodle migration : product is installed, initial training was funded, 3-course summer pilot is on, anticipate all necessary integration tools will be available and course shells for all courses for fall : 70%
3.1.8 : VP for Student Learning : Lab replacement : two labs fully replaced : 100%
3.1.9 : VP for Student Learning : Resource25 and DegreeWorks :
  Resource25 is installed and integrated with Banner, training was funded and OIM and others are using it, some transition and offerings (e.g. web site for faculty/staff inquiries) are outstanding : 90%
  DegreeWorks has been tabled per the VP : 0%
3.1.10 : VP for College Operations : E-911 (S.428: IP-Enabled Voice Communications and Public Safety Act of 2007): no significant progress due to competing projects, currently identifying costs to expand the E-911 offering into lecture and lab spaces : 5%
3.1.11 : VP for College Operations : district wireless : currently evaluating two competing technologies with a proposal and spending plan to be completed May 2011 : 10%
3.1.12 : VP for College Operations : student domain : evaluating two competing approaches to offering this service summer 2011 : 10%

Dear Angelina, Nanda, Marshall, Peggy, and Susan:

This is a second friendly reminder for update the progress of our action steps. The due date to me is Friday, May 6 so I can post it to the website. Please make sure you email your updates to me and copy Barbara David. (There is a possibility that I won’t be to attend May 10 PRAC meeting.)

Make sure you can come to PRAC on May 10 to briefly report our progress. We will have about one minute per action step!

Please see the details below.

From: Marshall Northcott
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2011 5:11 PM
To: Chialin Hsieh
Cc: Barbara David; Kathleen Kirkpatrick; Cathy Summa-Wolfe; Angelina Duarte; Al Harrison
Subject: RE: 2nd Follow-Up--RE: Strategic Plan Action Steps Update

Dear Angelina, Nanda, Marshall, Peggy, and Susan:

This is a second friendly reminder for update the progress of our action steps. The due date to me is Friday, May 6 so I can post it to the website. Please make sure you email your updates to me and copy Barbara David. (There is a possibility that I won’t be to attend May 10 PRAC meeting.)

Make sure you can come to PRAC on May 10 to briefly report our progress. We will have about one minute per action step!

Please see the details below.

From: Chialin Hsieh
Sent: Wednesday, May 04, 2011 10:59 AM
To: Chialin Hsieh; Susan Andrien; Angelina Duarte; Nanda Schorske; Marshall Northcott; Peggy Isozaki; Sara McKinnon
Cc: Carol Scialli; Barbara David; Chialin Hsieh
Subject: 2nd Follow-Up--RE: Strategic Plan Action Steps Update

Dear Angelina, Nanda, Marshall, Peggy, and Susan:

This is a second friendly reminder for update the progress of our action steps. The due date to me is Friday, May 6 so I can post it to the website. Please make sure you email your updates to me and copy Barbara David. (There is a possibility that I won’t be to attend May 10 PRAC meeting.)

Make sure you can come to PRAC on May 10 to briefly report our progress. We will have about one minute per action step!

Please see the details below.